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“Sailing seems to capture that spirit in young
people which inspires me as an adult.”
“BLYM encapsulates everything that the RYA
stands for in terms of developing sailing at
grassroots level.”

Volunteer Instructor

Rod Carr, CEO, Royal Yachting Association

“I did not start sailing until after retirement, and
I have been enjoying it ever since.”
BLYM volunteer

“BLYM doesn’t just teach sailing, it
teaches life skills.”
Parent of young member

“Apart from meeting new friends it is wonderful to
watch the new youngsters developing in their sailing
and as people.”
Volunteer Instructor
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1. Executive Summary
Bury Lake Young Mariners (BLYM) is a successful all-voluntary water activities charity based at Rickmansworth Aquadrome, with 28 years of consistent
growth. BLYM caters for local young people, families and adults, including many with disabilities or from a disadvantaged background. BLYM is based at
premises in Rickmansworth Aquadrome, leased from There Rivers District Council (TRDC). The club house is an old building that is at the end of its
economically maintainable life. The club house is too small to support further growth, and it is not currently fit for purpose. It does not meet the requirements
of the Equalities Act 2010 and its un-insulated structure means that it is too cold to use for much of the year.
TRDC commissioned an independent consultant to validate a new and enlarged club house project. SSGB concluded that the project is necessary and
operationally viable, and would create a valuable community asset open to all local people. It would also consolidate the facilities for other voluntary
organisations based at Rickmansworth Aquadrome. The project will be a partnership between TRDC and BLYM with both parties making a substantial
contribution to the capital cost. The project will exhibit three important characteristics.
Value for Money for Three Rivers Residents: BLYM is undertaking to provide capacity each year for 9,500 sessions delivered to TRDC residents, a 58%
increase on the current level of provision.. This will be achieved by targeted marketing of courses, recreational sailing and partnership projects with TRDC
Sports Development and other local agencies.
Robust Financial Plan: More than 50% of the growth required to sustain the enlarged club house has already been delivered in the two years since the
business plan was written. Further growth is now inhibited only by the constraints of the current premises. The BLYM marketing capability has been
substantially enhanced and pilot programmes have been successfully tried out to confirm their operational viability. Financial sensitivity has been considered
and based on its 28 year track record of successfully growing and developing its programme of activities BLYM has an enviably robust position in which the
risk of financial failure is low.
Strong Management Arrangements: BLYM has a well established governance regime that is already capable of operating at a level consistent with the
growth that will accompany the enlarged premises. This includes a formal committee system, succession plan, support from governing bodies and an
immensely strong volunteer recruitment and development programme.
BLYM has committed £250,000 of its own funds to the project, will meet the £180,000 cost of fitting out the new club house, and will raise a further £570,000
from external sources. TRDC is now invited to make a financial commitment, comprising a capital sum of £750,000 and a loan to BLYM of £250,000 that will
enable this project to proceed.
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2. Feasibility Study
In 2010 TRDC commissioned an independent consultant, Sports Solutions GB (SSGB), to produce a Feasibility Study for the proposed BLYM club house
rebuilding. The study said:
“BLYM is a charity based at Bury Lake at the Rickmansworth Aquadrome. There is a long history of sailing activities on Bury Lake since the 1930s and for the
past 25years, BLYM has taken the lead in formalising this sailing activity and offering opportunities to a wide section of the local community. It is particularly
active in offering affordable and accessible sailing activities to young people and disabled groups. BLYM currently offers sailing activities to over 3,500 young
people each year and is an accredited training centre for the Royal Yachting Association (RYA).
The clubhouse building from which BLYM operates is now very old (over eighty years old) and beyond its useful life. It is in poor condition and limits BLYM
expanding its sailing programme, particularly for disabled groups as there are no suitable changing rooms to allow larger groups of disabled sailors to change
and there are no suitable disabled WCs. The clubhouse is also limiting BLYM’s ability to offer an expanded programme of sailing activities to young people
and to other community groups.
The Council acknowledges that BLYM operates extremely well given the condition and capacity of the clubhouse and this is due to the many volunteers who
work hard to repair and patch up the building as much as possible. The Council also recognises the likelihood, in the next few years, that the building will
require a major injection of investment and both BLYM and the Council agrees that such investment would not be value for money given the age of the
building. The Council, as the owner of the building and the land, which is leased to BLYM, wishes to explore the potential redevelopment options available for
the facility. BLYM has already explored potential redevelopment options and through working with an architect and following a long consultation period with its
members, has identified a new clubhouse scheme which meets both the current and future needs of BLYM.”

3. Current Limitations
Inadequacy of facilities at BLYM means that replacement of the club house is essential and urgent, for the following reasons:
W – Working in cramped and limited teaching areas limits the number and size of groups BLYM can accept.
O – Outmoded and inadequate changing rooms and toilets provide insufficient space to meet demand, especially for those with disabilities.
R – Regular community events are limited as the space is cramped and inflexible.
N – Nomad Kayak Club currently occupies temporary accommodation. BLYM currently has insufficient space to support this club fully.
O – Opportunities for autumn, winter and spring activities are inhibited by inadequate heating and insulation.
U – Utilitarian buildings limit the required flexibility to develop new water and land based activities as well as other community use.
T – Teaching specialised groups simultaneously, especially those from special schools, is prevented by lack of separate teaching areas.
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4. A New Community Resource
With a larger and more suitable building BLYM could do so much more for TRDC residents:
•

Proactive targeting of hard to reach groups, for example schools in areas of deprivation. Pilot programmes are planned with Shepherds Primary
School and Chessbrook Educational Support Unit and with more appropriate accommodation a more extensive programme would be possible.

•

Support for young carers to help them fulfil their own lives through working with the Ascend Project, Hertfordshire Young Carers and Family
Intervention Caseworkers, for which pilot schemes are planned.

•

Working with Police and other agencies to support disaffected local young people, on which discussions have already taken place.

•

Supporting community groups and other clubs based within the Aquadrome with facilities and resources.

•

Provide more extensive programmes for those with disabilities by engaging with TRDC disability sports initiatives and local disability clubs

•

Providing young people with experience and qualifications to improve their prospects of further education and employment, something BLYM already
does, but could be heavily extended.

•

Promote healthy lifestyles by providing regular activity programmes for adults, families and young people.

5. Stakeholders
An enlarged and properly fitted club house would become a base not just for BLYM members but also for those other voluntary groups based at
Rickmansworth Aquadrome and who use Bury Lake. Those groups already committed to this are:
•

Colne Valley Special Sailors, one of the largest disabled sailing groups in the UK

•

Nomad Kayak Club, who now operate from a very basic and unsuitable wooden building, and whose increasing numbers are currently insufficiently
accommodated

•

Rickmansworth Windsurfing Club, who are already accommodated within the BLYM facility, but with no growth potential in the confines of the present
building

•

Three Rivers Radio Controlled Yachting Club, a nationally recognised model boat club who currently do not have any form of shelter at the
Aquadrome, yet pursue their sport all year round often in the most unpleasant conditions.

•

Uxbridge Rovers angling club, to whom BLYM has extended an offer of support to introduce fishing on Bury Lake.
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6. Partnership
The construction and operation of a new club house will be a partnership between TRDC and BLYM to deliver a unique community resource. Both TRDC and
BLYM have a strategic vision and objectives that will be well served by the project. TRDC will provide some capital funding for this exciting new community
asset and BLYM will undertake a long lease to ensure its effective operational management.
TRDC Vision
The District should remain a prosperous, safe and healthy place where people want to live and work.
TRDC Objectives
Safer Communities:
 we will work with partners to make the district a safer place.
 we will provide a safe and healthy environment.
Sustainability:
 we want to provide equal access to service and facilities for the public within the district and surrounding area and in particular address the
needs of vulnerable residents such as the elderly, disabled and young people.
 provide a range of supervised leisure activities and facilities for young people
 improve and facilitate access to leisure and recreational activities.
Customer Service
 we will deliver customer service to a standard that meets the needs and expectations of all of our customers.
BLYM Vision

BLYM Objectives
•
•
•
•
•

The provision of water activity equipment and facilities for people of all ages
The organisation of water activities
The provision of facilities for people with disabilities and special needs
To provide an environment that promotes equality
Development of skills and qualifications for leaders to support these objectives
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7. Capability to Deliver
BLYM has grown steadily throughout its 28 year history to become one of the largest and most successful voluntary watersports clubs in the UK. This has
been achieved by enlisting the support of many hundreds of volunteers through a systematic recruitment and development programme. Volunteers of all ages
are enlisted and trained through a variety of channels and this gives confidence that succession of the current volunteer community is achieved on a
continuous basis, along with growth to sustain the ever-expanding programme of activities.
New volunteers are recruited from a variety of sources and BLYM has an outstanding track record of “growing” its future trustees from those who learn to sail
with the club, adults and young people alike. The volunteer recruitment model is shown below.

New volunteers go through a comprehensive induction to provide awareness and familiarity with relevant practices and procedures. This includes everything
from knowledge of fire evacuation procedures to child protection and operational processes. Annual refresher training seminars are held for all volunteers to
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communicate new items and to ensure that all important matters are fresh in the mind. All policies and procedures are documented and provided to
volunteers. These policies and procedures are thoroughly examined during independent inspections by the Adventurous Activities Licensing Authority and the
Royal Yachting Association, both of whom are highly complementary about the standard of these materials.
Leadership and governance of BLYM is achieved through a formal system of committees that oversee all aspects of BLYM administration and operation.
Each committee establishes best practice policies and procedures and develops communication and training programmes to disseminate this throughout the
organisation. The governance hierarchy is shown below.
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As BLYM has grown since it was formed in 1983 sub-committees have been created to which aspects of club management are delegated. This has provided
an effective basis to up-scale the level of activity and this process is planned to continue with the anticipated formation of Operations and Marketing sub
committees when the new club house is under construction.. Members of sub committees are drawn from the main body of committee members supplemented
with others volunteers from the wider membership. The current deployment of trustees and committee members is shown at Appendix B.
A succession plan has been drawn up and is periodically reviewed by the management committee. This anticipates a 10% turnover of committee members
each year, although the turnover has always been lower than this. All key roles are shadowed to allow for continuity in the event of the unexpected
indisposition of the incumbent. As the work involved with a role increases with growth of the organisation deputies are appointed or the role is broken up into
separate components. Training is provided to help committee members acquire necessary skills and to keep up to date with current best practice.
BLYM benefits from a large and diverse group of trustees and committee members who bring a rich blend of skills, knowledge and experience. Within a
strong formal governance structure this team provides BLYM with a near self sufficient capability. In addition, professional advisers are retained where
specialist skill is needed, for example legal and financial consultants.
In addition to those who help to manage the organisation there is an operational team of instructors, maintenance specialists and domestic supporters who run
the club on a day to day basis and deliver activities to local people.
The Instructor Team comprises more than 150 qualified volunteers, one of the largest such groups in the UK. Uniquely to BLYM, more than 50% of this group
is under the age of 18. This is a clear demonstration of the value BLYM creates, by encouraging young people who have learned to sail with us to qualify as
instructors, currently about 12 each year. We start coaching young people with potential to become instructors from the age of 14 in a formal development
programme. There are currently 36 young people on this programme and there is a waiting list. Parents regularly tell us how highly they regard the personal
development work we do with young people as part of this process. They learn to work as a team, to take responsibility, to communicate, and to prepare for
working life in due course. Our course students always praise this group for their maturity and professionalism. The way in which BLYM develops its instructor
team is held by the Royal Yachting Association as a model of excellence and one to which many other sailing centres are referred.
Our maintenance volunteers are a mixture of active retired people and enthusiastic young people who learn how o maintain the fleet and equipment as well as
the premises. Working with a wide range of traditional and modern materials in our fully equipped workshop almost all of our maintenance work is carried out
by these skilful volunteers
Shore side operations are carried out by club members on a rota basis. All members are required to contribute one day a year in this capacity and many give
much more. This means that people are always available to greet visitors and to look after those taking part in watersports when they come ashore.
A typical BLYM duty team for a sailing day can comprise anything from 8 to 30 people. We do not know of another watersports centre anywhere in the UK that
can draw on such a large and well-qualified pool of volunteer resources to mount a team of such a size, and in peak season we do this every day.
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8. Market Analysis
The proposed new club house will provide greater capacity for local people to enjoy. The section above describes BLYM’s proven capability to meet the
operational challenge, but it is equally necessary to demonstrate how further local people will be attracted to use the new facilities. BLYM has conducted an
analysis of the current usage of its facilities and the penetration of the here Rivers community, along with a growth projection. In summary, BLYM currently
delivers 12,000 activity sessions, of which approximately 50% are to Three Rivers residents.
The largest number of participants currently are young people in full time education, this being the club’s current main priority. Considering the schools located
in Three Rivers, including those secondary schools that have Three Rivers as a significant part of their catchment, the BLYM penetration is currently as
follows:

Primary Schools
Secondary Schools

Total
33
10

Number currently working with BLYM
4
7

A full analysis of local schools is included in Appendix C.
As well as increasing the activity level with schools already using BLYM it is clearly possible to extend into those schools who do not currently take part in local
water activities. In particular, a programme for primary schools has great potential and we have confirmed this by preliminary research with teachers. Current
growth of this activity is running at 30% per annum and is constrained primarily by the capacity of the existing club house.
Scout, Guide and Youth groups make considerable use of BLYM and there is still good potential to do more. We believe that there are approximately 20 such
groups in the Three Rivers area, of which 12 are already active with BLYM. This proportion, and the number of sessions delivered to each group have
increased steadily for the last five years and we are nowhere near saturation point. A full analysis of local youth organisations is included in Appendix D.
Family groups are another large sector for BLYM. Children and parents can take lessons at BLYM and there are many opportunities for recreational sailing.
These would increase with an enhanced club house. The current BLYM penetration is less than 2% of the market in Three Rivers and clearly this can be
increased.
Looking next at individual working adults this is a market sector that has not previously been targeted by BLYM and according to the demographic model
constructed by Sport England has an above average representation in Three Rivers. Sailing courses at convenient times for those in full time work and
recreational sessions in the evenings and at weekends appeals to this market sector and with the greater capacity a larger club house will bring BLYM will be
able to extend its current offering to this sector.
Older adults, including active retired, have been a small but highly successful market for BLYM, with many participants not having taken part in water activities
until retirement. This activity can use daytime sessions where spare capacity is more readily available.
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BLYM is particularly proud of its work with disabled and disadvantaged people. BLYM has one of the largest disabled sailing clubs in the UK, but participants
can stay for only a short session as our current premises lack a disabled toilet and changing facilities. Across the whole spectrum of special needs we
routinely have participants with:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Physical disability, from limited mobility to quadriplegia
Mental disability
Challenging behaviour
Learning difficulties
Autism
Low self-esteem

Growth of activity in this sector has been prolific, but we are now at a point where we simply cannot accept any more people as we do not have the space to
accommodate them.
We would also like to do more for other forms of special requirement. We frequently receive requests for special programmes, but cannot accommodate many
of them within the limited space we currently have. Examples include:
•
•
•
•
•

Women’s sailing
Ethnic and religious minority sessions
English as a second language
Parent and child activities
Toddler sessions

In total this will increase the current use of BLYM facilities by TRDC residents from 6,000 sessions currently to 9,500, with the capacity provided by larger and
more suitable premises. This 58% increase is likely to be well in excess of comparable projects.
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9. Increasing Market Penetration

In anticipation of future growth associated with a larger clubhouse BLYM has already carried out a complete upgrade of its sales and marketing processes. In
the past all bookings have been done manually and have relied on volunteers responding to emails, letter, telephone calls and personal visits. The process
was labour-intensive and not sufficiently scalable to accommodate significant growth.
A team of our volunteers have therefore developed a website platform www.blym.org.uk that will be the basis for our future commercial process. Our whole
public course programme can now be booked on line with secure payment by credit card, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. A booking confirmation is emailed
immediately and a reminder email is automatically sent a few days before the activity. The BLYM volunteers who manage the booking process can access the
system from their home or even their mobile phone to deal with enquiries, avoiding the need for travel and vastly improving communication and response
times. The new system was pilot tested in autumn 2011 and we have already seen a 20% increase in 2012 pre-season bookings as a result.
It is planned to add further elements to the website, including membership applications, group bookings, fundraising, volunteer rostering and remote security
monitoring during the first half of 2012. We cannot find another watersports centre that has such a sophisticated and customer friendly internet facility.
Feedback from members has been excellent and we believe that the website will in itself stimulate significant growth.
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We will continue to use traditional marketing methods as well. We produce 6,000 brochures every year to
promote the public course programme and these are distributed widely throughout the district in libraries
and public places and they are also on display in the Aquadrome visitor centre and at BLYM.
Posters and leaflets are produced and distributed widely through displays in libraries, public places,
workplaces and schools. Public events such as the Rickmansworth Festival are used as an excellent
platform on which to present the BLYM offering.
Personal callers at BLYM who may be walking around the Aquadrome account for a high proportion of
enquiries and with a smart new club house it is highly likely that these enquiries will increase. We have
already developed poster displays and other promotional material to encourage people to come into the
club and ask. Our volunteers receive training in how best to deal with personal enquiries, making the
visitor welcome and taking time to show them around if they wish. We have set up a computer as a kiosk
where a course booking or membership application can be made on the spot if desired.
Open days are held each year to enable prospective participants to attend for a taster session and to
discuss how they might enjoy taking part at BLYM with other members.
Marketing to groups is more targeted and BLYM approaches schools and youth organisations to invite
representatives to visit to see what we can offer. We also visit schools at a time to suit the teaching staff to
suggest how a water activity can be used as a PE or enrichment activity, or as a wider stimulus to
classroom projects in Key Stages 2 and 3, using materials developed by the National Schools Sailing
Association (to whom BLYM is affiliated).
Visits are also made to Scout, Guide and Cadet Groups to discuss projects with which BLYM can help.
Projects may include Duke of Edinburgh Award work, training for badge and certificate achievement or
recreational activities.
In summary, BLYM already has a proven marketing capability that will service the capacity afforded by
much larger premises when available, and this gives confidence that forecast growth will be achieved.
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10. Financial Sensitivity
TRDC appointed specialist consultants SSGB to review the feasibility of this project. Their work examined the BLYM business plan and endorsed the
achievability of the financial projections, based on the solid financial track record of 28 years, shown in the chart below. There is a clear and consistent
upward trend line that demonstrates BLYM’s ability to deliver further successful growth.

The chart shows two revenue “spikes” where in 1999 and again in 2010 BLYM received one-off grants of £46,000 and £90,000 respectively. In all other
respects the trend is consistently upwards. The projection for the financial year 2011-12 is a gross revenue figure of £220,000 showing the continuation of the
upward trend. The business plan calls for a gross revenue of £247,000 by 2013-14 which continues the current linear projection.
It is important to illustrate how this growth is being achieved. The most important economic driver is the BLYM programme of sailing courses. This draws new
participants across the full age range and from this flows new membership and secondary retail income. Expansion of the course programme has been the
backbone of BLYM’s growth of 400% in the last 10 years. The only constraining factor is the limitation of the club house, which is unable to accommodate
further substantial growth.
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The courses themselves are set out in categories:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Junior, age 7-9
Youth, age 9-16
Young adults, age 16-24
Families
Individual adults
Active retired adults

Over a period of years every course category shows growth. Occasionally a category may show a small decline in a single year but this is more than
compensated by the growth in the other areas and fresh marketing initiatives restore the growth trend quickly.
School and youth group activities are also an important channel of access to BLYM. Historically the model has been for groups to provide their own instructors
and activity management which generates only a low level of revenue for BLYM. A newer economic driver for BLYM is the provision of fully managed activities
to schools and youth organisations. This programme was started five years ago in response to increasingly tough regulatory requirements that schools and
youth organisations find difficult to meet. BLYM is in a strong position to fill this gap and the group managed activity programme is now well established. There
is enormous expansion potential as shown by Appendix C, where 75% of the schools market in Three Rivers is completely untapped. New groups are
routinely sourced by referrals from existing groups who tell colleagues in neighbouring schools and youth groups of the high quality and good value of BLYM’s
activities.
The chart below shows the growth of this sector. In the financial year 2011-12 revenue from group managed activities had risen to £18,000 and the order
book for 2012 is already 50% up on the same time last year. This is a clear illustration of BLYM’s strong capability to launch new products and services
successfully.
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Growth in the business plan is set out in detail over a five-year period on occupation of enlarged premises. The table below compares this with the
corresponding growth that will be required in participation levels.

2010/11
2011/12
2012/13
2013/14
2014/15
2015/16
2016/17
2017/18

Actual
Forecast
Plan
Plan
Plan
Plan
Plan
Plan

Business Plan

Latest Forecast

£194,614
£207,874
£222,768
£246,596
£261,613
£269,462
£277,546
£285,872

£205,000
£220,000
£246,596
£261,613
£269,462
£277,546
£285,872

Annual growth

7%
11%
3%

Total Sessions

Sessions for Participants from Three Rivers

12090
12,938
13,908
15,474
15,937
15,937
15,937
15,937

6,045
6,792
7,650
8,897
9,545
9,545
9,545
9,545

This shows that most of the growth required to sustain enlarged premises has already been delivered and the challenge to maintain this is no more than BLYM
has achieved for many years. The downside of achieving this growth prematurely is a risk to quality, with activities now routinely taking place in overcrowded
and wholly unsuitable accommodation. Feedback survey data from participants cites the inadequacy of club house facilities in 75% of returns received.

11. Next Steps
This document has set out the viability of the BLYM business plan and justifies the rebuilding of the current club house. To enable this project to proceed the
following steps are now required:
1. TRDC to acknowledge the exceptional nature of this community asset to enable funding arrangements to be made as follows:
a. TRDC to confirm capital funding commitment of £750,000
b. TRDC to confirm a loan of a minimum of £250,000 to BLYM, to be repaid over the life of the lease
2. BLYM to confirm a capital contribution of £250,000 and to undertake to meet all the fit-out costs of the new club house.
3. Proceed with a planning application once the above funding arrangements are confirmed
4. TRDC and BLYM to agree a lease of the new club house and associated water usage rights
5. BLYM to initiate further fund raising for the fit-out costs and the remaining funds required for Phase 1, i.e. £570,000
It is requested that Step 1 be completed by the end of January 2012 to allow the planning application and subsequent steps to proceed in the period FebruaryMarch 2012.
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Appendix A - Five Year Development Plan – 2012 to 2017
Key Areas of the Plan
1. Foundation – getting started
2. Participation – keeping them interested
3. Performance and excellence – long term water activity development
4. Administration and communication
In anticipation of this development plan some pilot schemes were successfully started in 2011 and this process will continue and accelerate in 2012-2017.
Areas directly relevant to TRDC residents are highlighted in yellow.
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1. Foundation – getting new members started
Target

Action

Baseline

Recruitment of new members –
family/individual/schools/groups
25% over 5 years

1.Review present recruitment methods
2. Statistics of recruitment 2008-2011
3. Recruit a volunteer to take charge of
marketing
4. Produce a marketing and communication
plan for the club
5. Use TRDC website & others for promotion
1. Produce an action plan for targeting
certain members & encourage them to bring
their family members to the site
2.Promote family participation for non-sailing
members – volunteer scheme/coffee bar/
lunch BBQ
3. Organise family fun days to encourage
families to come to the lake together programme
4.Provide Sunday sailing for families and
members
1.Review numbers of participants in this age
group & how many from Three Rivers
District (
2.Liaise with Tom Darlington Three Rivers
for Sportivate grant for 8 introductory RYA
sailing schemes
3. Liaise with RYA OnBoard re adult
recruitment.
4.Liaise with RYA regarding their “Activate
your Laser” scheme
5. BLYM to recruit member volunteers to
mentor those on the courses & new recruits.
1.Work with local primary schools to develop
a Sailing is Fun scheme e.g. Shepherd
Primary School, Chessbrook ESU
2. Involve parents in scheme & offer tasters.

2012Family
Individual
Schools
Groups

Family members
- improve involvement of
parents /guardians o family
members.
- improve recruitment of existing
members’ families
- improve recruitment of female
family members

Adults – 16-35 years
– improve recruitment from
Three Rivers District

Primary Schools - participation
In Three Rivers District

Timescale
and Target
2012 -2013

Key performance
Indicators (KPI)
Increase participation.
Track the number of new
members recruited from
each campaign

Responsibility

2012

2013 -

Number of new members
recruited
Track the number of
female members’
recruited.

Membership
Committee
Sarah Cubitt

2012

2012 –
Spring &
Summer

Track the number of
course participants who
then become members,
and take further courses

Operations
Gwen Miles

Membership
Committee
Bernadette
Blakesley

Use of Sport England
Market Segmentation
tool

2012
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3. Encourage to join Oppie Club
4. Use of RYA OnBoard support and grants
Secondary Schools –
participation in Three Rivers
District

Making BLYM more female
friendly

Sailing for the Disabledincrease use and number of
groups

Open Days and Regattas

Corporate Days/Events

1.to offer sailing to secondary schools as a
games option or after school club
2.Liaise with Sports England Partnership/ 3
Rivers Leisure
3.Use of RYA OnBoard support & grants
4. Base programme on RYA Youth Sailing
5. To continue to offer after school sailing
Splash Club for youth sailors, CCF and
Duke of Edinburgh Award Schemes
1. Review numbers of female participants –
adult and youth
2. BLYM to run courses for 14 -35 year
females with predominantly female
instructors
3. Encourage development in non-sailing
roles – e.g. powerboat/safety boat courses
4. Introduce female mentors for new female
sailors where possible
5. Ladies Who Sail (LWS) weekly sessions
1. Research and contact all disability
groups in the Three Rivers District
groups in the district.
2. Develop and train teams of volunteers,
sailors willing to teach disabled groups.
3.Improve facilities for disabled –
toilets/changing rooms etc
1. Organise Open Days with “Try Sailing”
sessions
2. Organise a Club Regatta for members

2012 -

1.Explore the opportunities for corporate
away days for local businesses.

Increase by 3
schools with
new building
2012 –
increase by 1
school

2012

Tracking of school
usage.
Tracking of those
becoming independent
sailors by attending
Splash Club on
Wednesday evenings

Operations
Matt Wait
Alan Russell

1.Statistics available
2. Programme 2012
3. Target family members
with non-sailing females
4.Volunteers to mentor

Operations
Gwen Miles

2011

2012-days
increased
from 3 to 4

1.Increase disability
groups and days
operating
2. Increased number of
volunteers RYA
/Sailability trained

Colne Valley
Special Sailors
David Harris

2011

2012

1.Number of new
members recruited.
2Bookings for courses
taken

Youth
Committee
Elizabeth
Talbot

2011 - 2

2012-2016
increase to 6

1.Increase in corporate
events & increased
membership

Operations
Alan Russell
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2. Participation - Keeping them interested
Target

Action

Baseline

Additional courses

1. Research additional in house, RYA
or other courses and workshops which
could be offered
e.g. Kites for beginners, First Aid extra,
RYA Day Skipper.
2. RYA Power boating
3. Canoeing through Nomad Kayak
Club and BCU
1. Review membership retention levels
for 2009-2011. Track and measure feedback
2. Improve retention of new members
- set a target.
3. Improve retention of existing
members – set target.
4. Organise ongoing consultation with
existing members to ensure needs met
and new opportunities/activities are
provided for them if demand exists.
1. Review social activities for members
& involvement
2. Encourage greater member
satisfaction through more social
activities – on and off the site
e.g. Fun Day for Members
3. Social Committee - formed
1. Implement a buddying/mentoring
scheme to encourage greater member
retention and involvement in the club.
2. Encourage volunteering in the club

2011 Course
Programme

Improve retention of
members – family, individual,
group

Social Activities

Mentoring scheme

Timescale
and Target
2012-2016
3 workshops
a year
New formal
courses
introduced

Key performance
Indicators (KPI)
1. Greater number
and variety of training
courses offered.

Responsibility

2009-2011

2011-2012
90%
retention

1. Improvement to
membership
retention, new and
existing

Membership
Committee
Bernadette
Blakesley

2011
Laying up
supper,
AGM barbecue
Fun Regatta

2014
increase to 4
events

1. Number of events
held increased and
impact on member
satisfaction &
retention e.g. BLYM
Club Sundays BBQ’s

Youth
Committee
New Social
Committee
Lottie Hammett
Freddie Crane

2012

2012 – all
new
members to
be allocated
a mentor for
3 months

Improvement of
membership
retention

Membership
Committee
Bernadette
Blakesley
Sarah Cubitt
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Participation by Members

1. Review Saturday and Splash Club
general sailing by members –
questionnaire
2. Increase sailing opportunities for
members – summer evenings and
Sundays
3. Increase numbers of sailors regularly
taking part in BLYM Racing - Target
Stage 3 & 4 Youth/Family/Adult Level 2

2011 –Winter
Racing
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2011 –
Winter racing

1. Monitor numbers
regularly sailing.
2.Matching of helms
and crews – offer a
“Find a Crew”
scheme/list for racing
2. Increased usage of
the water by
members.
3. Increased sailing
opportunities.

Operations
Gwen Miles
Lottie Hammett
Dave Blakesley
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3. Performance and excellence – long term sailor development
Target

Action

Baseline

Establish a clear sailing
development programme- juniors,
youth and adults

1. Review current programme.
2. Establish for junior and youth sailors
a programme for future development
e.g.
Pre-sail (6-8 years) -Dolphins
Learn to sail (8-11 years) Sharks
Fit to sail (11-16 years) Youth
3. Provide more opportunities for low
user groups, such as girls, people with
disabilities & those deemed socially
excluded.
1. RYA Youth Stages 1 &2
2. RYA Youth Stages 2 & 3
3. RYA Youth Stages 3 & 4
4. RYA Level 1 & 2
5. RYA Level 3
6. RYA Powerboat
7 RYA Safety Boat
8. RYA Racing
9 RYA Seamanship & Spinnakers
10. Performance Sailing & Spinnakers
11. RYA Assistant Instructor
12. RYA Dinghy Instructor
13. RYA Senior Instructor
14. RYA Power Boat Instructor
15. First Aid
16. VHF DSC Radio Operator
17. RYA Basic Navigation & Safety

2011 –
RYA Junior
Taster
Stages,1,2,3,4,
Levels 1 & 2
Intermediate &
Advanced
modules

Increase qualifications achieved
and progression

2010
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Timescale
and Target
2012

Increase
through group
sailing/schools

Key performance
Indicators (KPI)
1. Club training
programme shows
changes
2. Improved take-up
and income
generated from
training courses.
3. Boost in Family
membership &
involvement

Responsibility

1. Progression shown
through Youth
Stages.
2. Progression shown
through adult stages.
3. Volunteers- first
aid & powerboat
qualifications
4. increase in
advanced modules
5. Increase in
numbers achieving
qualifications –
growth through
school/groups/BLYM
courses

Training
Committee
Paul
Stananought

Training
Committee
Paul
Stananought
David Harris
Malcolm Talbot

Ray Buksh
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To nurture talent and provide
opportunities for improving skills

Improvement of RYA Training
courses

1. Instructors to encourage personal
development plans for each member
and course sailors. Groups to be
encouraged to use them with their own
members.
2. Involvement of Herts Youth Dinghy
Racing Squad and RYA Coaching
3. Signposting of talented to elite
performance centres – BLYM Talent
Spotter /Coach required

2011

1. Review RYA training courses
provided at BLYM – feedback from
customer/instructors
2. In-house training sessions to plug
gaps and improve course experience
3. Create a training course action plan
to highlight weaknesses and implement
training workshops.

2012
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2012New
pathways:
Herts Youth
Dinghy Racing
Squad,
RYA Coach
Talent list

2012Daily
Senior/Dinghy
Instructor led
workshops

1. Development of
pathways. More
beginners working
through to RYA
squads, instructor
qualifications
2. Talent Coach
nominated.
3. Talent list and
coaching programme
4. Youth sailors
progressing to RYA
Performance Squads
1. Feedback
monitored weekly to
check “gaps” are
being plugged.

Operations
Paul
Stananought
Dave Blakesley

Training
Committee
Craig Johnson
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4. Administration and Communication
Target

Action

Baseline

Committee and sub-committee
management system – day to day
running of club

1. Review and identity any
weaknesses in system e.g.
succession/deputies
2. Monitoring system for
management of the club

2011

Volunteer Development
Programme - General

1. Appoint BLYM volunteer coordinator
2. Produce volunteer action plan
3. Increase number of active
volunteers.
4. Focus on assistant
wardens/Splash Club wardens/boat
park manager etc.
1. Review of present training system
– identify any weaknesses
2. Produce an action plan for 2012
to improve training
3. Focus on adult progression for
instructor team.
4. CVSS – review training of
volunteers and put into place
programme to develop boating skills.
5. Groups – encouraged to increase
qualified volunteers
1. Appoint Marketing volunteer
officer from members
2. Produce marketing strategy focus
on Three Rivers District
3. Strategy to cover wide range of
community groups, organisations
4. Marketing activity through BLYM
website, TRDC Website, school and
community news letters.

Volunteer Development
Programme – Instructor Team

Marketing – Three Rivers District

Timescale and
Target
2012

Key performance
Indicators (KPI)
1. Use of IT to put into
place monitoring e.g.
bookings, membership

2011

2012 –
Use Jibsheet
newsletter
to promote.
Start training
early 2012

1. Appointment of
volunteer co-ordinator
2. Increased number of
active volunteers
qualified to be
Assistant Wardens

2012 - ongoing

2012

1. Increased number of
young volunteers
gaining RYA Instructor
qualification
2. Groups – increased
qualifications
3. Inaugurate adult
leader development
programme

Training
Committee
Matt Wait

2011

2012 –

1. Appointment of
marketing manager.
2. Track new
members/groups
through new marketing
activity.

Administration
New Marketing
Manager
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Responsibility
Management
Committee
Michael
Hamilton
Dave Blakesley
New Volunteer
Coordinator
TBA

TBA
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Grant Funding- building
replacement

1. Review management of
application for grant funding –
manager/sub-committee
2. Regularly apply for grant funding
to support activity programmes &
replacement of equipment e.g. Big
Spend, RYA Instructor, OnBoard,
Three Rivers & Sportivate
3. Ensure all new funding
opportunities are tracked and
investigated on a quarterly basis.
opportunities

2011 – 3 grants

Sport Jobs

1. Review opportunities for work
experience e.g. placement for
Sports Management Students from
Herts University
2. Review Winter/Summer work
experience volunteer – scope of
applicants

2011
2 work
placements
2 interns
Interns
Manager - Paul
Stananought

Funding - New Club House

1.Secure funding – TRDC
capital allocation and loan
2. Appoint Fund Raising Manager
for project.
3. Organise a programme of fund
raising events

2012
Confirm baseline
funding of
£750,000 from
TRDC
£250,000
minimum loan
from TRDC
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1. Increased funding
with focus on new
building
2. Funding for training.
3. Measure levels of
grant funding secured
year on year.

Rebuilding
Committee
Alan Russell

2012 –
6 work
placements
2-3 interns

1. Increased numbers
of work placements
and interns for 2012.

Management
Committee
Michael
Hamilton

2012-13
Raise £570,000
for construction
of Phase 1

1. Funding from TRDC
secured
2. External grants
3. Fund raising from
the membership and
community

Rebuilding
Committee
All members

2012 -

2012-14
Raise£180,000
for fit out

Gwen Miles
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Appendix B – BLYM Committee Membership

Alan Russell

£

Chair

Chair

Company Secretary, Course Administrator





1984

Treasurer





Nick Nieder

1999

Groups Co-ordinator



Vice Chair

Phill Cobby

2002



Vice Chair

Harry Arnott

1983

Maintenance

Ray Buksh

1996

Chief Powerboat Instructor

Peter Lincoln

1986

Paul Stananought

2001

Steve Long

2002

Craig Johnson

2005

Chair

Mark Colston

2008

Dave Tufft

2008

Warden Rota







Dave Blakesley

2010

Webmaster










Chair

Chair







Child & Vulnerable Adult Welfare





Chief Sailing Instructor

















Chair
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RYA Principal

Rebuilding
Committee

1996

Training
Committee

Gwen Miles

Youth
Committee

Chairman

Bosuns’
Committee

1994

Membership
Committee

Michael Hamilton

Finance
Committee

Lead Responsibility

Management
Committee

Year first
appointed

Director

Name
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Paul Knight

1992

Insurance

Malcolm Talbot

1986

Health & Safety

Matt Wait

2009

Instructor Team Management

Oliver Smith

2010

Bernadette Blakesley

2008

Membership



Lottie Hammett

2011

Youth Committee



Co-Chair

Freddie Crane

2011

Youth Committee



Co-Chair

Elizabeth Talbot

2010

Sarah Cubitt

2009

Alex Bowles

2011



Jack Cubitt

2011



Sam King

2011



Ellie King

2011



David Harris

2011














Chair




Membership Rota
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Appendix C – Schools serving Three Rivers District
Those already working with BLYM are shaded green
Secondary Schools Serving Three Rivers District
Name
Rickmansworth School
St Joan of Arc School
St Clement Danes School
Parmiters School
St Michaels Catholic School
Watford Boys Grammar School
Watford Girls Grammar School

Faith
–
RC
–
–
RC
–
–

Infants & Primary Schools West: Rickmansworth, Chorleywood and environs
Name
Arnett Hills
Chorleywood
Christ Church
Maple Cross
Rickmansworth Park
The Russell
Sarratt
Shepherd
St John's
St Mary's
St Peter's

Faith
–
–
CE
–
–
–
CE
–
RC
CE
CE

Type
JMI
Primary
Primary
JMI
JMI
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
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Infants & Primary Schools Central: Croxley Green
Name
Harvey Road
Little Green
Malvern Way
Yorke Mead

Faith
–
–
–
–

Type
Primary
Junior
Infants
Primary

Infants & Primary Schools North-east: Abbots Langley and Garston
Name
Abbots Langley
Bedmond Village
Divine Saviour
St Catherine of Siena
St Paul's
Tanners Wood

Faith
–
–
RC
RC
CE
–

Type
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
JMI

Infants & Primary Schools South-east: Northwood, South Oxhey and Carpenders Park
Name
Eastbury Farm
Greenfields
Oxhey Wood
St Joseph's
St Meryl
Warren Dell
Woodhall

Faith
–
–
–
RC
–
–
–

Type
JMI
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
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Independent Schools Serving Three Rivers District
Name
Rickmansworth Masonic School for Girls
Merchant Taylors School
Rudolph Steiner School Kings Langley
Charlotte House
Northwood Preparatory
York House

Faith
–
–
–
–
–
–

Type
Nursery-Sixth Form
Secondary
Nursery-Sixth Form
Nursery-Preparatory
Nursery-Preparatory
Nursery-Preparatory
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Appendix D – Youth Organisations Serving Three Rivers District
Those already working with BLYM are shaded green
Scout Association
Name
st
1 Rickmansworth Scout Group
th
6 Rickmansworth Sea Scout Group
st
1 Batchworth Sea Scout Group
st
1 Chorleywood Scout Group
st
1 Croxley Green Scout Group
st
1 Mill End Scout Group
st
1 Sarratt Scout Group

Composition
Beavers, Cubs, Scouts
Beavers, Cubs, Scouts
Beavers, Cubs, Scouts, Explorers
Beavers, Cubs, Scouts, Explorers
Beavers, Cubs, Scouts, Explorers
Beavers, Cubs, Scouts
Beavers, Cubs

Girl Guiding UK
Name
Rickmansworth & Chorleywood Girl Guiding
Northwood Girl Guiding

Composition
Rainbows, Brownies, Guides, Rangers
Rainbows, Brownies, Guides, Rangers

Cadets
Name
Rickmansworth & Watford Sea Cadets
Army Cadet Force (Rickmansworth)
1280 (Rickmansworth) Air Cadets
Three Rivers Volunteer Police Cadets
Rickmansworth & Chorleywood St John Ambulance Cadets & Badgers
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Miscellaneous
Name
Hertfordshire Youth Connexions
Croxley Green Baptist Church – Quench Youth Club
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Notes
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